After observing that the well-known convexity theorems of symplectic geometry also hold for compact contact manifolds with an e ective torus action whose Reeb vector eld corresponds to an element of the Lie algebra of the torus, we use this fact together with a recent symplectic orbifold version of Delzant's theorem due to Lerman and Tolman LT] to show that every such compact toric contact manifold can be obtained by a contact reduction from an odd dimensional sphere.
Introduction
The main purpose of this note is to prove a Delzant-type Theorem Del] which says that every compact toric contact manifold whose Reeb vector eld corresponds to an element of the Lie algebra of the torus (a condition we call of Reeb type) can be obtained by contact reduction from an odd dimensional sphere. This result makes use of the symplectic orbifold version of Delzant's Theorem by Lerman and Tolman LT] thereby showing the close relationship between the two. Toric contact geometry has been previously considered by Banyaga and Molino BM] . They show that there are two cases: (1) The action of the torus is regular in which case the image of the moment map is a sphere, and the original contact manifold is the cosphere bundle over the torus, namely, T n+1 S n : (2) The action is singular in which case the image generates a closed convex polytope. Then Banyaga and Molino give a Delzant-type theorem by showing that this polytope determines the toric contact structure up to isomorphism. But they do not prove that every such manifold can be obtained from reduction. Indeed, this may not be true. However, if one makes the added assumption that the Reeb vector eld corresponds to an element of the Lie algebra of the torus, such a result is true as we shall show. While BM] do consider this case they do not prove such a result since their proofs are entirely di erent from the usual proofs of the Delzant theorems in symplectic geometry Del, Gui, LT] which make use of reduction.
We begin by reviewing some well known facts about contact manifolds and symplectic cones. We then discuss the moment maps associated to toral actions. In particular, we show that the well-known convexity theorem of Atiyah At] , Guillemin and Sternberg GS] hold for compact contact manifolds of Reeb type, a result given previously in the toric case by Banyaga and Molino BM] . In contact geometry we need to x a contact 1-form , that is a Pfa an structure, within the contact structure. Doing so we show that a torus that acts e ectively on a compact contact manifold and preserves the Pfa an form gives rise to a moment map whose image is a convex polytope lying in a certain hyperplane, which we call the characteristic hyperplane, in the dual of the Lie algebra of the torus. If one changes the Pfa an form by a function that is invariant under the torus, the resulting polytope then di ers from the former by a change of scale. Indeed, it is always possible to choose the Pfa an form so that the polytope is rational. Following Lerman and Tolman we also give a theorem relating the geometry of labeled polytopes to the geometry of the contact manifold with a xed Pfa an structure with its torus action and characteristic foliation.
Our motivation for this study is that of obtaining explicit positive Einstein metrics using methods of contact geometry that the authors have recently developed BGM, BGMR, . In a forthcoming work we investigate precisely which toric contact manifolds admit Sasakian-Einstein metrics.
Symplectic Cones and Contact Manifolds
Definition 2.1 A contact structure on a manifold M is a subbundle D; called the contact distribution, of the tangent bundle TM that is maximally non-integrable.
When M is orientable, which we shall always assume, the contact distribution can be given as the kernel of a 1-form that satis es the nondegeneracy condition 2:2 ^(d ) n 6 = 0 and d is a symplectic form on the subbundle D: It should be realized, however, that the contact structure is de ned not by , but by an equivalence class of such 1-forms. Explicitly, two such 1-forms ; 0 are equivalent if there exists a nowhere vanishing function f on M such that 0 = f : For us it will often be convenient to x a contact form in the equivalence class. In LM] this is referred to as a Pfa an structure. Definition 2.3: A symplectic cone is a cone C(M) = M R + with a symplectic structure ! with a one parameter group t of homotheties of ! whose in nitesimal generator is a vector eld on R + : De nition 2.3 is referred to as a symplectic Liouville structure in LM]. We denote by r the coordinate on R + in which case the in nitesimal generator of the homothety group is the Liouville vector eld = r@ r : De ne the one form~ on C(M) by~ = c!: As is an in nitesimal generator of homotheties of ! it follows that ! is the exact 2-form ! = d~ :
Let us identify M with M f1g; and de ne =~ j M f1g : Then we see that~ = r ; and this gives ! as 2:4 ! = dr^ + rd :
The condition that ! n+1 6 = 0 implies that gives M the structure of a contact manifold with a xed 1-form, i.e., 2.2 is satis ed. Conversely, one can easily reverse this procedure: given a contact manifold with a xed 1-form (M; ); de ning ! on C(M) by 2.4 gives the cone C(M) a symplectic structure with homotheties. In Eli, MS] (C(M); !) is called the symplectization of M while it is called the symplecti cation of M in LM] . The terminology is apparently due to Arnold. We have arrived at the well-known result Proposition 2.5: An orientable manifold (orbifold) is a contact manifold (orbifold) if and only if the cone C(M) = M R + is a symplectic cone. Now a contact manifold with a xed 1-form has associated to it a unique vector eld called the characteristic or Reeb vector eld de ned by the conditions 2:6 ( ) = 1; and cd = 0:
Clearly is nowhere vanishing on M and thus induces a foliation F of M called the characteristic foliation. It should be mentioned that both and its characteristic foliation depend on the choice of 1-form ; that is, they are invariants of the Pfa an structure, but not the contact structure. Conversely, a characteristic vector eld uniquely determines Similarly, on C(M) we let S(C(M); !) denote the group of symplectomorphisms of (C(M); !); and S 0 (C(M); !) the subgroup of S(C(M); !) that commutes with homotheties, i.e., the automorphism group of the symplectic Liouville structure. The corresponding Lie algebras are denoted by s(C(M); !) and s 0 (C(M); !); respectively. Given a vector eld X 2 s 0 (C(M); !); the fact that X commutes with the Liouville vector eld implies that X is projectable to a vector eld X M on M and one easily sees that LM] Proposition 3.2: The maps X 7 ! X M 7 ! (X M ) induce Lie algebra isomorphisms 
Convexity and the Moment Map
We now consider the moment map construction for C(M) and M: Let G be a Lie group acting on the symplectic cone (C(M); !) which leaves invariant the symplectic form ! and which commutes with the homothety group. In particular, G is a subgroup of the group S 0 (C(M); !) and gives rise to a moment map 4:1~ : C(M)??!g ; where g denotes the Lie algebra of G and g its dual. Explicitly~ is de ned by 4:2 d <~ ; >= ?X c!; where X denotes the vector eld on C(M) corresponding to 2 g: For simplicity we denote the function <~ ; > by~ : An easy computation then shows that up to an additive constant 4:3~ =~ (X ):
With this choice~ is clearly homogeneous. Indeed, under homotheties r 7 ! e t r we have ! 7 ! e t !;~ 7 ! e t~ ;~ 7 ! e t~ :
Now consider the case when the Lie group G is a torus T with Lie algebra t: Then there is the following convexity theorem deMT]: Such a moment map was noticed previously by Geiges Gei] and in BGM] within the context of 3-Sasakian geometry. We wish to consider the special case when the Lie group G is an n + 1-dimensional torus T n+1 : Let t n+1 denote the Lie algebra of T n+1 ; and let fe i g n i=0 denote the standard basis for t n+1 R n+1 : Corresponding to each basis element e i there is a vector eld X e i which for convenience we denote by H i : We shall assume that the Reeb vector eld corresponds to an element &; which we call the characteristic vector, in the Lie algebra t n+1 : Hence, the Reeb vector eld is almost periodic. In this case we say that the torus action is of Reeb type. Let fe i g n i=0 denote the dual basis of t n+1 : Then we can write the corresponding characteristic vector & and moment map as We call this hyperplane the characteristic hyperplane. The nondegeneracy of implies that the plane de ned by 4.7 is actually a hyperplane, i.e., its codimension is one. Now there is a commutative diagram 4:8 C(M) x ? ? ?~ & M ? ?? ! t n+1 ; where the vertical arrow is the natural inclusion M into C(M) as M f1g: Thus, intersecting the characteristic hyperplane 4.6 with the convex cone of Theorem 4.4 we arrive at: Theorem 4.9: Let (M; ) be a compact contact manifold with a xed contact form ; and let be the moment map of a torus T acting e ectively on M which preserves the contact form : Suppose also that the Reeb vector eld corresponds to an element of the Lie algebra t of T; so that the torus action is of Reeb type. Then the image (M) is a convex compact polytope lying in the characteristic hyperplane.
This theorem was proved earlier by a di erent method by Banyaga and Molino BM], and they also give an example due to R. Lutz which shows that the assumption on the Reeb vector eld is necessary.
We are mainly interested in rational polytopes. Let` t denote the lattice of circle subgroups of T: We recall some de nitions for convex polytopes Zie, Gui, LT] Definition 4.10: A facet is a codimension one face. A convex polytope of dimension n is called simple if there are precisely n facets meeting at each vertex. A convex polytope t is rational if, for some i 2 R, there are y i 2`such that = N \ i=1 f 2 t j < ; y i > i g;
where N is the number of facets of :
We are now ready for Theorem 4.11: Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.9, the polytope (M) t is simple of dimension dim t ? 1; and it is rational if and only if the characteristic vector & lies in the lattice` t of circle subgroups of T: Proof: The nondegeneracy of implies that the dimension of the polytope is dim t?1; and the fact that is the intersection of a convex polyhedral cone and a hyperplane implies that is simple. To verify the rationality condition consider the characteristic foliation F : The space of leaves Z is a compact orbifold if and only if & is in the lattice`: So by the quasi-regular version Tho] By a theorem of Lerman and Tolman LT] there is a moment map^ : Z? ? !t whose image int is a rational convex polytope^ : Furthermore, if : M? ? !Z denotes the orbifold V-bundle map and ! the symplectic form on Z we have that ! = d : It follows that $ ^ di ers from by a constant c 2 t ; that is 4:13 = $ ^ + c: Moreover, since maps into the characteristic hyperplane c satis es < c; & >= 1: Let denote the polytope (M): From De nition 4.10 we see that the polytope is rational if and only if we can choose the y i to lie in`: But since^ is rational and 2 if and only if ? c 2^ ; there are y i 2`such that^ is determined by <^ ; y i > ^ i : Thus, is given by the equation
f 2 t j < ; y i > i =^ i + < c; y i >g which is clearly rational.
For quasi-regular contact Pfa an structures equation 4.13 gives the fundamental relation between our contact moment map and the moment map for compact symplectic orbifolds described by Lerman and Tolman. Moreover, in LT] it is shown that the polytopê has labels associated with each facet. The outward normal vector y i to the i th facet f i of^ lies in`; so there is a positive integer m i and a primitive vector p i 2`such that y i = m i p i : Thus, by associating m i to the i th facet f i for each i = 1; : : :; N we obtain^ as a labeled polytope. But from the discussion above the outward normals y i to the i th facet f i of coincide with the outward normals tof i of^ ; so that is also a labeled polytope with the integers m i associated to the i th facet f i : Thus an immediate consequence of 4.13 and Lemma 6.6 of LT] is and let m i and p i denote the labels and primitive outward normal vectors to the i th facet. Then the Lie algebra h x of the isotropy subgroup H x of T at x is the linear span of the vectors p i for all i such that the i th open facet f i lies in F(x): In particular, if (x) is a vertex of the polytope ; then H x is isomorphic to the factor group T=S 1 ( ) where S 1 ( ) denotes the circle subgroup generated by the characteristic vector eld : Furthermore, is the convex hull of its vertices.
Let`x 2 h x denote the lattice of circle subgroups of H x and let^x denote the sublattice of`generated by the vectors fm i p i g f i 2F(x) : Then the leaf holonomy group at x of the characteristic foliation F is isomorphic to`x=^x: In particular, (M; ) is regular if and only if the set fm i p i g f i 2F(x) generates`x for all x 2 M. (In this case m i = 1 8i).
We now consider varying the contact form within the contact structure. Let 0 = f where f is a nowhere vanishing function on M; and let 0 be the Reeb vector eld associated to 0 : Write 0 = + : Suppose further that X 2 c(M; ): Then we have the following elementary lemma whose proof we leave to the reader: Lemma 4.15: The following hold:
(i) f = 1 ( ) + 1 :
(ii) cd = ?d( ( )) + ( ( )) : (iii) L = L 0 = ( ( )) ; i.e., both 0 and are in nitesimal contact transformations. We return to the case when (M; ) is a contact manifold with an (n + 1)-torus T n+1 acting as strict contact transformations whose characteristic vector & lies in the Lie algebra t n+1 : The moment map for this torus action is given by 4.6 with i = (H i ): If 0 = f is another 1-form in same contact structure where f is invariant under the torus action, then this action preserves 0 as well, and the corresponding moment map 0 satis es 0 = f : Let be the polytope associated with : Then the polytope 0 associated to 0 has the same dimension as with the same number of facets and the same number of vertices. The size of the faces and labels, however, depend on the contact form ; that is on the Pfa an structure, and the labels are de ned only when is quasi-regular. But vectors lying in the lattice`of circle subgroups are dense in t n+1 ; so from the point of view of the contact structure we can always perturb the Reeb vector eld and contact form so that the characteristic foliation is quasi-regular, and by Theorem 4.11 so that the polytope is rational. We are ready for Definition 4.16: A contact manifold (orbifold) (M; D) of dimension 2n+1 is called a toric contact manifold (orbifold) (written as the triple (M; D; T)) if there are a 1-form that represents the contact structure D; and an e ective action of an (n + 1)-dimensional torus T on M that preserves the contact form : If in addition the Reeb vector eld associated to corresponds to an element of the Lie algebra t of T; we say that (M; D; T) is a toric contact manifold of Reeb type.
If we wish to x a contact form we write (M; ; T) for a toric contact manifold instead of (M; D; T): Our discussion above proves Proposition 4.17: Let (M; D; T) be a compact toric contact orbifold of Reeb type, then D can be represented by a quasi-regular contact form, and hence, by a rational polytope.
The duciary examples of compact contact manifolds are the odd dimensional spheres S 2n+1 : Example 4.18: S 2n+1 with the standard contact structure. This is the contact structure induced from the standard symplectic structure on R 2n+2 given in Cartesian coordinates (x 0 ; y 0 ; : : :; x n ; y n ) 2 R 2n+2 by ! = 2 n X i=0 dx i^d y i :
In this case the standard contact form and the standard characteristic vector eld are given by = 1 r n X i=0 (x i dy i ? y i dx i ); = n X i=0 (x i @ y i ? y i @ x i ); where r = P n i=0 (x 2 i + y 2 i ) (not the usual r). The maximal torus T n+1 is generated by the vector elds H i = x i @ y i ? y i @ x i for i = 0; : : :; n; so (S 2n+1 ; ) is a contact toric manifold.
The moment map is easily seen to be (x 0 ; y 0 ; : : :; x n ; y n ) = 1 r n X i=0 (x 2 i + y 2 i )e i : Letting r 0 ; : : :; r n denote the coordinates for t n+1 we see that the characteristic hyperplane is just r 0 + + r n = 1: Thus, the image (S 2n+1 ) is just the standard n-simplex with r i 's as barycentric coordinates. Now we can consider non-standard characteristic vector elds and Pfa an forms within the standard contact structure on S 2n+1 : These are deformations YK] of the standard form depending on n + 1 positive real parameters (a 0 ; : : :; a n ) 2 (R + ) n+1 : In this case the 1-form and characteristic vector elds are given by a = P n i=0 (x i dy i ? y i dx i ) P n i=0 a i (x 2 i + y 2 i ) a = n X i=0 a i (x i @ y i ? y i @ x i ); so that a = r P n i=0 a i (x 2 i + y 2 i ) : The characteristic hyperplane is n X i=0 a i r i = 1; so the polytope is given by the \weighted"n-simplex determined by this and 0 r i 1 a i :
The special case where a i = a for all i = 0; : : :; n is just the dilated standard n-simplex a(r 0 + + r n ) = 1; 0 r i 1 a :
A Delzant Theorem for Toric Contact Manifolds of Reeb type
We begin by considering contact reduction BGM, Gei] . Let (M;~ ) be a compact contact manifold with a xed quasi-regular contact form~ : Suppose also that a compact Lie group G acts onM preserving the contact form~ and let :M? ? !g denote the corresponding moment map. Then if G acts freely on the zero set ?1 (0) ,!M ; the quotient M = ?1 (0)=G is a compact contact manifold with a unique xed 1-form satisfying ~ = p where p : ?1 (0)? ? !M denotes the natural projection.
We shall prove Theorem 5.1: Let (M; ; T) be a compact toric contact manifold of Reeb type with H 1 (M; R) = 0; and a xed quasi-regular contact form : Then (M; ) is isomorphic to the reduction by a torus of a sphere S 2N?1 with its standard contact structure and with a xed 1-form a . Proof: Now M is compact of dimension, say, 2n + 1; and since is quasi-regular, the space of leaves Z of the characteristic foliation F is a compact symplectic orbifold of dimension 2n: Furthermore, since M is toric, so is Z; that is, there is an n dimensional torus T n preserving the symplectic structure ! on Z: Furthermore, by BG2] ! represents an integral class in H 2 orb (Z; Z) and M is the total space of the principal S 1 V-bundle M ? ? !Z with curvature form d = !:
Now by Theorem 8.1 of Lerman and Tolman LT] (Z; !) is isomorphic to the symplectic reduction (C N ; ! 0 ) with the standard symplectic structure by a torus T N ?n of dimension N ?n: If N ?n : C N ??? !t N ?n denotes the moment map for the T N ?n action, then (Z; !) is isomorphic to ( ?1 N ?n ( )=T N ?n ;!) where is a regular value of N ?n and! is the unique symplectic 2-form induced by reduction. Let^ denote the above isomorphism. It follows that the cohomology class of! = (^ ?1 ) ! is integral in H 2 orb ( ?1 N ?n ( )=T N ?n ; Z): Thus, by the orbifold version of the Boothby-Wang theorem there is an S 1 V-bundle : P? ? ! ?1 N ?n ( )=T N ?n ; a connection form^ on P such that d^ =^ !; and an S 1equivariant V-bundle map N ?n ( )=T N ?n such that ^ and di er by a gauge transformation, i.e. ^ = + d for some S 1invariant function on M: So by Gray's stability theorem MS] ^ and de ne the same contact structure. Thus, we can choose ^ = : Moreover, by equivariance the characteristic vector & of the contact manifold (P;^ ) lies in the Lie algebra t N ?n ; so we can split o the circle that it generates and write T N ?n = S 1 & T N ?n?1 , where T N ?n?1 is an (N ? n ? 1)-dimensional torus. It follows that P = ?1 N ?n ( )=T N ?n?1 : Hereafter, we identify (M; ) with ( ?1 N ?n ( )=T N ?n?1 ;^ ): Now ?1 N ?n ( ) is a torus bundle over a compact manifold, so it is a compact manifold which by construction is an intersection of N ? n real quadrics in C N : It follows that there is a component of the moment map N ?n which takes the form P i a i jz i j 2 with a i > 0 for all i: Let a denote the vector in R N whose i th component is a i ; and consider the ellipsoid a = f P i a i jz i j 2 = 1g = S 2N?1 : Then there is a T N ?n -moment map a : a ??!t N ?n such that ?1 a (0) = ?1 N ?n ( ): Furthermore, letting 0 = P i (x i dy i ? y i dx i ) we see that d 0 = ! 0 on C N and that 0 j a = a j a ; where a is the deformed 1-form of Example 4.18. Thus, letting p : ?1 N ?n ( )??!M denote the natural submersion, and : ?1 N ?n ( )??! a the natural inclusion, we see that p = a ; so (M; ) is obtained from ( a ; a ) by contact reduction. Now Theorem 9.1 of LT] says that every symplectic toric orbifold possesses an invariant complex structure which is compatible with its symplectic form. This means that every symplectic toric orbifold is actually K ahler and we can combine this fact with our results to get the following: Theorem 5.3: Every compact toric contact manifold M of Reeb type with H 1 (M; R) = 0 admits a compatible invariant Sasakian structure.
